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Applied Wisdom More than sawdust could ignite in the sparks which fly between
a carpenter and the new lady doctor. Mack Reagan's been building things since
he was old enough to hold a hammer. Designing and building a block of new
storefronts for Clear Creek's council's Main Street project makes him a happy
carpenter. But carpentry is forgotten when the new doctor arrives in Clear
Creek, Kansasbecause the doctor is a big and tall woman, matching his gigantic
stature. Pansy Walline is right out of medical school and anxious to start her
first job as a doctor for a Kansas frontier town. Of course, the town council
who hired Doctor P.F. Walline doesn't realize she's a woman, but she's
confident she'll earn their trust right away if the love-sick carpenter
doesn't get in her way. What happens when the town draws a line between needs
and wants, right and wrong, and Mack and Pansy get boxed in the middle of this
construction mess? More than sawdust could ignite in the sparks which fly
between these two normally calm people. Mack's Care is a stand-alone sweet
historical romance set in 1887, but you'll want to read the whole series to
enjoy the stories of the Clear Creek, Kansas community. Read all these romance
novels by award-winning author, Linda Hubalek. Grooms with Honor Series 1.
Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus and Iris) 3. Gabe's
Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy) 5. Cullen's Love
(Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7. Adolph's Choice (Adolph
and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's Mission (Elof and
Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's Faith (Tully and
Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary) Brides with Grit Series 1. Rania
Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob) 2. Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and
Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy
(Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals
a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8.
Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and
Lyle) 10. Helen Heals a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman
(Faye and Rusty) 12. Amy Admires an Amish Man (Amy and Eli) American MailOrder Bride Series 21. Lilly: Bride of Illinois Contemporary Romance Books by
Linda K. Hubalek The Clear Creek Legacy Series, features the descendants of
the Brides with Grit and Grooms with Honor families (available and future
titles) The Saddler's Legacy (featuring the Shepard families) The Rancher's
Birthright (featuring the Reagan families) The Marshal's Gift (featuring the
Wilerson families) The Cowboy's Heritage (featuring the Hamner families) The
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Soldier's Bequest (featuring the Brenner families) Historical Fiction Books
based on Linda Hubalek's family history Trail of Thread Series 1. Trail of
Thread 2. Thimble of Soil 3. Stitch of Courage Butter in the Well Series 1.
Butter in the Well 2. Prairie Bloomin' 3. Egg Gravy 4. Looking Back Planting
Dreams Series 1. Planting Dreams 2. Cultivating Hope 3. Harvesting Faith
Kansas Quilter Series Tying the Knot
Cora Captures a Cowboy Brains before Beauty, that's Rachel Newberry's motto,
especially when her quiet, orderly life is interrupted by international rock
star, Jaydon Hawke. And true to her word, brains take center stage when she
discovers Hawke has a lot more on his mind than beautiful music. Targeted by a
madman, Rachel puts her trust in Hawke, a move that may cost both their
lives.
Mathematical and Physical Fundamentals of Climate Change Desperate times call
for desperate measures, so when Hannah Granger's little sister takes off for
Oregon with a group of mail-order brides to meet her new husband, Hannah has
no choice but to follow. She expects her sister to find trouble, and she does.
But what Hannah doesn't expect is to fall for the hired gun traveling with the
wagon train as they make their way along the treacherous Oregon Trail. The
bounty hunter is tall, dark and dangerous, everything she's avoided her entire
life. But when she begins to suspect criminals are riding just four wagons
back, she'll do just about anything to convince him to listenand to protect
her fragile younger sister from the truth about what this trip is costing them
both. The only thing bounty hunter Joe Stanton wants is to avoid trouble. He's
tagging along on this trip to the Oregon Territory to put a little extra cash
in his pocket and take a break from the hunt. The only woman he ever loved
broke his heart and his last bounty cost an innocent man his life. Joe's had
enough blood, death and betrayal to last a lifetime. So why, then, does he
make Hannah's secrets his own? Why does he lie to protect her? And why does
the stubborn woman's dogged attempts to help him track down criminals drive
him insane with worry. Maybe because he's falling for the red-headed beauty.
Maybe because if he doesn't keep her close, they'll both end up dead.
Who's Who in Plastics Polymers Will Nadine trade one proposal for another?
Nadine Paulson, whose family owns Clear Creek's hotel, wants more
responsibility than keeping the hotel spotless, but her father hires a man to
take over the job she wanted. Wesley Preston moved to Clear Creek with his
five friends because of a plan concocted by the older church women in town
(informally known as the Peashooter Society). Each man is promised a job,
housing, and a wife. Wesley won the hotel job with a flip of a coin and enjoys
working and living in the hotel. He's in love with Nadine Paulson but she's
not sure Wesley is her true love when a rival comes to town. Nadine's little
sisters decide they want Wesley as their brother-in-law and take it upon
themselves to woo their sister on Wesley's behalf. Will the sisters cause
problems? Yes. Will their interference work? Maybe Read all these romance
novels set in the fictional Clear Creek, Kansas. Mismatched Mail-Order Brides
Series (new third series, 1892) all available and future titles 1. The
Peashooter Society's Plan 2. Amelia changes her Fellow (Amelia and Barton) 3.
Avalee exchanges her Fianc (Avalee and Gordon) 4. Maggie shifts her Gent
(Maggie and Peter) 5. Maisie swaps her Groom (Maisie and Squires) 6. Molly
switches her Man (Molly and Tobin) 7. Nadine trades her Partner (Nadine and
Wesley) 8. The Christmas Plan Brides with Grit Series (first series in the
years 1873-1874) 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob) 2. Millie Marries
a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4.
Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah Snares a Soldier (Sarah and
Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a
Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and Leif) 9.
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Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals a Hotelier (Helen and
Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12. Amy Admires an Amish Man
(Amy and Eli) Grooms with Honor Series (second series covering 1885-1892) 1.
Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus and Iris) 3. Gabe's
Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy) 5. Cullen's Love
(Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7. Adolph's Choice (Adolph
and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's Mission (Elof and
Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's Faith (Tully and
Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary)
A Hoosier Holiday She swaps her groom after being mismatched with the wrong
man. Maisie Brenner, the youngest daughter in the Brides with Grit series
book, Sarah Snares a Soldier, grew up on the vast Cross C Ranch. Recently, she
and her sisters moved into nearby Clear Creek to take over the town's dress
shop. The Peashooter Society (the nickname for the older women's group in
town) decides Maisie needs a husband, even though Maisie is perfectly content
to sew dresses and gossip with girlfriends. Squires Miller, with his brothers
and friends, left New York City on an orphan train when Squires was four years
old. He was adopted by a man who ran a flour mill and did not have a good
childhood. The group of men gets the chance to live and work together in Clear
Creek, thanks to the plan of the Peashooter Society. Because Squires' has no
fear of heights, he earns the available carpenter job, but it doesn't come
with a home, like the jobs the other men get. When the place where Squires was
living becomes unavailable due to his roommate's hasty marriage and adoption
of three children, he's left out in the cold, until he decides to sleep on the
stair landing of Maisie's dress shop apartment. Do sparks fly? Yes. Will they
become a couple? Maybe Read all these romance novels set in the fictional
Clear Creek, Kansas. Mismatched Mail-Order Brides Series (new third series,
1892) all available and future titles 1. The Peashooter Society's Plan 2.
Amelia changes her Fellow (Amelia and Barton) 3. Avalee exchanges her Fiancé
(Avalee and Gordon) 4. Maggie shifts her Gent (Maggie and Peter) 5. Maisie
swaps her Groom (Maisie and Squires) 6. Molly switches her Man (Molly and
Tobin) 7. Nadine trades her Partner (Nadine and Wesley) Brides with Grit
Series (first series in the years 1873-1874) 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania
and Jacob) 2. Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a
Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah
Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and
Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail
Boss (Tina and Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals
a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12.
Amy Admires an Amish Man (Amy and Eli) Grooms with Honor Series (second series
covering 1885-1892) 1. Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus
and Iris) 3. Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy)
5. Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7.
Adolph's Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's
Mission (Elof and Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's
Faith (Tully and Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary)
Avalee Exchanges Her Fiancé A clean, sweet historical romance set in 1873.
Rancher's daughter Sarah Wilerson has been engaged to Ethan Paulson, a Clear
Creek hotel manager, for two years. Although Ethan is a nice man, Sarah has
postponed the wedding twice, unsure whether she can live and work in the
family's hotel-alongside an overbearing mother-in-law. West Point-trained
Captain Marcus Brenner was stationed at Fort Wallace in western Kansas, and
wounded in a skirmish with the Cheyenne Indians. He has been discharged from
the army and recuperating at his uncle's ranch in Ellsworth County, Kansas.
There he meets Sarah, who helps him recover from his wounds and nightmares.
Marcus falls in love with Sarah, but refuses to consider marrying her because
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of her engagement to another man. And, due to his battle injuries, he may not
be able to give Sarah the houseful of children for which she yearns for
either. Unable to bring herself to go through with her wedding on the third
date set, Sarah leaves her groom at the altar and rides after Marcus,
determined to convince him to marry her. Fate throws a challenge in their path
when they suddenly become guardians of six young children. Can Sarah convince
Marcus to become the father the children need, and the husband she wants?
Rania Ropes a Rancher A sweet historical romance set in 1873. Faye Longoria
arrived unannounced at her step-uncle's Cross C Ranch, using cash she stole
froma, uh "customer" to buy her train ticket. All Faye brought with her, was
her three-month-old baby and extra diapers. Confusion erupts because Faye
looks like a twin to Sarah Brenner, who lives on the ranch. Turns out they are
half-sisters, and the two clash with jealousy and stubbornness when Faye has
to live with her sister and help take care of her sister's newly adopted eight
children, which includes triplet newborns. Rusty Tucker, the foreman of the
Cross C Ranch, likes the spunk of the young woman who grew up in a brothel,
and he becomes attached to Violet, her baby girl. Faye sets her sights on the
foreman because she wants to move out of the ranch house and into Rusty's
cabin. Rusty wants a role in raising baby Violet, too. Will Faye's and Rusty's
goals mesh into love and a happy family of three? Brides with Grit Series:
Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob) Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and
Adam) Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and Noah) Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora
and Dagmar) Sarah Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) Cate Corrals a Cattleman
(Cate and Isaac) Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) Tina Tracks a
Trail Boss (Tina and Leif) Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) Helen Heals a
Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty)
Seth's Promise Wild fruits play an important role in mitigating hunger in the
developing world. As a sustainable and natural food source in rural areas,
these fruits have a strong effect on regional food security and poverty
alleviation. This makes the utilization of wild foods incredibly important for
native populations both in terms of food security and economics. There are
many traditional methods for wild fruit harvesting, indigenous tree and plant
domestication and cultivation passed down through generations that are
sustainable and economically viable, ultimately contributing to a better
quality of life for large sections of the developing world. To date there has
not been a reference work focusing on the full scope of wild fruits from their
growth and chemical makeup to their harvest, distribution, health effects and
beyond. Wild Fruits: Composition, Nutritional Value and Products adequately
fills this gap, expansively covering the utilization of multi-purpose wild
fruits in regions worldwide. Effects on quality of life, food security,
economics and health are extensively covered. Over 31 wild fruit species are
examined, with individual chapters focusing on each species' phytochemical
constituents, bioactive compounds, traditional and medicinal uses and chemical
composition. Harvest, post-harvest and consumption methods are covered for
each, as are their overall effect on the food security and economics of their
native regions. This book is essential for researchers in search of a
comprehensive singular source for the chemical makeups and cultivation of
indigenous wild fruits and their many benefits to their native regions.
Leather, Lace and Rock-n-roll Success in business demands the effective
management of people. James C. Morgan, who for nearly three decades led the
high-tech powerhouse Applied Materials to both financial success and to the
designation as one of America’s most admired companies and best places to
work, provides a simple, straightforward set of principles and tips that he
says can help anyone be a better manager. Applied Materials is one of Silicon
Valley’s great success stories and it helped propel the digital revolution.
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But Jim Morgan’s management techniques are not reserved for high-tech: Applied
Wisdom shows how the same approaches, tools, and values work at any scale,
from start-ups to middle management in a global corporation — and even to nonprofits. Rich in stories and practical examples, it’s a must-read for those
seeking a timeless and proven management manual.
Millie Marries a Marshal A sweet historical romance set in 1873. Lorna Jantz
left Boston looking for adventure, signing up as a mail-order bride for a rich
Kansas rancher. But, the groom only becomes rich after taking off with her
money, after their twenty-four hour marriage. Which left Lorna in a pickle,
stuck in a little town with no money, no home and a growing belly. Lyle Elison
was one of Boston's worst, a spoiled, rich merchant's son, until enforced time
on the family's Kansas ranch made him see his purpose in life. After training
in Boston, he's back in Clear Creek, Kansas, as the town's new lawyer.
Backgrounds make Lorna and Lyle connect, but time spent together makes them
good friends, willing to help each other face their respective problems. Lorna
needs help tracking down the louse who stole her money and left her in a
family way. Lyle needs to be married by his birthday to receive his
inheritance from his grandfather's Will. In between their capers, each falls
in love with the other, secretly wishing they could confess their love and be
together forever. But first, they have to find Lorna's wayward husband before
Lyle's birthday. Brides with Grit Series in order: Rania Ropes a Rancher
(Rania and Jacob) Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) Hilda Hogties a
Horseman (Hilda and Noah) Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) Sarah
Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac)
Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and
Leif) Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) Helen Heals a Hotelier (Helen and
Ethan) Also read Lilly: Bride of Illinois, a spin-off book in the American
Mail-Order Brides Series.
Honor and the Political Economy of Marriage In this first book of the Trail of
Thread series, in the form of letters she wrote on the journey, Deborah
Pieratt describes the scenery, the everyday events on the trail, and the task
of taking care of her family. Stories of humor and despair, along with her
ongoing remarks about camping, cooking, and quilting, make you feel as if you
pulled up stakes and are traveling with the Pieratts, too. This series is
based on author Linda K. Hubalek's ancestors that traveled from Kentucky to
Kansas in 1854. Besides the history of the times, Hubalek weaves quilting
facts and quilt pattern sketches in her book series.
Hilda Hogties a Horseman Mathematical and Physical Fundamentals of Climate
Change is the first book to provide an overview of the math and physics
necessary for scientists to understand and apply atmospheric and oceanic
models to climate research. The book begins with basic mathematics then leads
on to specific applications in atmospheric and ocean dynamics, such as fluid
dynamics, atmospheric dynamics, oceanic dynamics, and glaciers and sea level
rise. Mathematical and Physical Fundamentals of Climate Change provides a
solid foundation in math and physics with which to understand global warming,
natural climate variations, and climate models. This book informs the future
users of climate models and the decision-makers of tomorrow by providing the
depth they need. Developed from a course that the authors teach at Beijing
Normal University, the material has been extensively class-tested and contains
online resources, such as presentation files, lecture notes, solutions to
problems and MATLab codes. Includes MatLab and Fortran programs that allow
readers to create their own models Provides case studies to show how the math
is applied to climate research Online resources include presentation files,
lecture notes, and solutions to problems in book for use in classroom or selfstudy
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Trail of Thread A chance meeting shifts Maggie's future with Peter.It's 1892,
almost twenty years after the first mail-order brides found love in Clear
Creek, Kansas in the Brides with Grit Series.The older members of the Clear
Creek church women's group, informally known as the Peashooter Society, decide
to help the unattached women in town obtain husbands because there are more
women in town than men.Maggie Brenner, the oldest daughter in the Brides with
Grit series book, Sarah Snares a Soldier, grew up on the vast Cross C Ranch
north of Clear Creek. Maggie, and all her siblings were adopted by Sarah and
Marcus Brenner when Maggie's widowed mother died giving birth to her triplet
brothers.Now an adult, Maggie would have preferred to leave the area to work
with young children, but she moves into Clear Creek instead when her younger
sisters, Molly and Maisie, take over the town's dress shop.The Peashooter
Society decides Maggie needs a husband to complete her life, even if Maggie
longs to work in an orphanage to help children find homes.Peter Gehring, along
with five friends, left New York City on an orphan train when Peter was four
years old. He was adopted by a tailor and his wife. Now mustered out of the
army, where Peter was a barber, the group of friends gets the chance to live
and work together in a small community, thanks to the plan of the Peashooter
Society.Because of Peter's tall, bulky stature, his benefactors think he's
built to run the blacksmith shop, even though he knows nothing about the
craft. Luckily, he gets to take over the barbershop instead, enjoying cutting
hair and visiting with anyone who stops by.Peter and Maggie start a friendship
which grows into love, and then a chance meeting of a group of orphans on a
train cements their future.Sounds like fate? Maybe. A happy ever after?
Definitely!Read all these romance novels set in the fictional Clear Creek,
Kansas.Mismatched Mail-Order Brides Series (new third series, 1892) all
available and future titles1. The Peashooter Society's Plan2. Amelia changes
her Fellow (Amelia and Barton)3. Avalee exchanges her Fiancé (Avalee and
Gordon)4. Maggie shifts her Gent (Maggie and Peter)5. Maisie swaps her Groom
(Maisie and Squires)6. Molly switches her Man (Molly and Tobin)7. Nadine
trades her Partner (Nadine and Wesley)Brides with Grit Series (first series in
the years 1873-1874)1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob)2. Millie
Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam)3. Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and
Noah)4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar)5. Sarah Snares a Soldier
(Sarah and Marcus)6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac)7. Darcie
Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben)8. Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and
Leif)9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle)10. Helen Heals a Hotelier (Helen
and Ethan)11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty)12. Amy Admires an Amish
Man (Amy and Eli)Grooms with Honor Series (second series covering 1885-1892)1.
Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy)2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus and Iris)3. Gabe's
Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae)4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy)5. Cullen's Love
(Cullen and Rose)6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily)7. Adolph's Choice (Adolph
and Poppy)8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly)9. Elof's Mission (Elof and
Linnea)10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip)11. Tully's Faith (Tully and
Violet)12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary)
Brides with Grit Series, Books 7-9 When rancher Seth Reagan left Kansas for a
livestock show in Chicago, he never dreamed he'd be returning a week later
with seven horses, extra carpet bags, and a wife. Lily Lind answered a mailorder-bride advertisement, expecting to be a Chicago businessman's wife.
Instead, she finds herself singing randy songs to a bunch of drunk men in a
saloon. After escaping the saloon and finding Seth, Lily accepts his offer of
a marriage of convenience to protect her from the saloon owner's thugs. They
travel back to Seth's hometown to decide their future. Now what? Go their own
ways, or make their marriage real? Will Seth want Lily though, after he learns
her secrets? Seth's Promise is a stand-alone sweet historical romance set in
1888, but you'll want to read the whole series to enjoy the stories of the
Clear Creek, Kansas community. Please note: Seth's Promise is a rewrite of
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Lilly: Bride of Illinois (2015). The story has been changed to fit into the
Grooms with Honor Series. Read all these romance novels by award-winning
author, Linda Hubalek. Grooms with Honor Series 1. Angus' Trust (Angus and
Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus and Iris) 3. Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae)
4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy) 5. Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's
Promise (Seth and Lily) 7. Adolph's Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow
(Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's Mission (Elof and Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish
(Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's Faith (Tully and Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath
(Kiowa and Mary) Brides with Grit Series 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and
Jacob) 2. Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a
Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah
Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and
Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail
Boss (Tina and Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals
a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12.
Amy Admires an Amish Man (Amy and Eli) American Mail-Order Bride Series 21.
Lilly: Bride of Illinois Contemporary Romance Books by Linda K. Hubalek The
Clear Creek Legacy Series, features the descendants of the Brides with Grit
and Grooms with Honor families (available and future titles) The Saddler's
Legacy (featuring the Shepard families) The Rancher's Birthright (featuring
the Reagan families) The Marshal's Gift (featuring the Wilerson families) The
Cowboy's Heritage (featuring the Hamner families) The Soldier's Bequest
(featuring the Brenner families) Historical Fiction Books based on Linda
Hubalek's family history Trail of Thread Series 1. Trail of Thread 2. Thimble
of Soil 3. Stitch of Courage Butter in the Well Series 1. Butter in the Well
2. Prairie Bloomin' 3. Egg Gravy 4. Looking Back Planting Dreams Series 1.
Planting Dreams 2. Cultivating Hope 3. Harvesting Faith Kansas Quilter Series
Tying the Knot
Maisie Swaps Her Groom A clean, sweet historical romance set in 1873. Ranch
woman Hilda Hamner spent her youth traveling with her Swedish immigrant family
as they drove cattle from Texas up to Kansas cow towns in the 1870s. Hilda
decided to get off the cattle trail and bought an abandoned homestead in
Kansas with her horse race winnings. She plans on raising horses-and finding a
husband that doesn't mind her tall, lanky body that's usually dressed in men's
clothing. Noah Wilerson planned to bring his intended bride from Illinois back
to the Kansas homestead he started for them, but found out his fiancee had
already married someone else when arriving at her father's doorstep. After
traveling back home, Noah finds a woman has taken over his claim, leaving him
homeless and jobless. Hilda realizes she needs help to make her horse ranch
successful, and decides that Noah is the right man-to promote from horseman to
husband on her ranch-if he'll treat her as a special woman, and not just a
ranching partner. Noah wants his homestead back, and the woman who has
transformed the simple soddie into a family home. Between family dramas,
outlaw danger, and butting heads, which one will hogtie the other to get to
the church altar first? Be sure to read all of the Brides with Grit Series,
starting with the first book. Please watch for five more books to continue the
series in the future. Rania Ropes a Rancher, Book 1 Millie Marries a Marshal,
Book 2 Hilda Hogties a Horseman, Book 3"
Brides with Grit Series, Books 1-3 Will Avalee exchange her fake fiancé for a
real one? It's 1892, almost twenty years after the first mail-order brides
found love in Clear Creek, Kansas in the Brides with Grit Series. The older
members of the Clear Creek church women's group, informally known as the
Peashooter Society, decide to help the unattached women in town obtain
husbands because there are more women in town than men. Avalee Paulson, the
third daughter in the Brides with Grit series book, Helen Heals a Hotelier, is
Dr. Pansy Reagan's physician's assistant. She's independent, determined not to
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have bad luck in love as he mother did. The Peashooter Society decides Avalee
needs a husband to complete her life, even if she's happy with her friends and
work. Avalee pretends she has a fiancé to ward off their attempts at
matchmaking, and a man who's been giving her unwanted attention. Gordon
Miller, along with his two brothers and their three friends, left New York
City on an orphan train when he was seven years old. Now mustered out of the
army, the group get the chance to live and work together in a small community,
thanks to the plan of the Peashooter Society. Gordon's appointed job is to
work with the Taylors, an older couple, as they try to decide to down scale or
retire from their mercantile store. Not only does this frustrate Gordon, it
makes him question if he wants to stay in town or venture out on his own. The
thing that keeps Gordon in Clear Creek though, is Avalee Paulson, the doctor's
assistant who is fighting off the attention of an unwanted suiter. Gordon
offers to be Avalee's fiancé to get the man to leave Avalee alone, but then
feelings develop between the couple. Sound complicated? Maybe. A little drama?
Definitely! Read all these romance novels set in the fictional town of Clear
Creek, Kansas. Mismatched Mail-Order Brides Series (new third series, 1892)
all available and future titles 1. The Peashooter Society's Plan (introduction
story) 2. Amelia changes her Fellow (Amelia and Barton) 3. Avalee exchanges
her Fiancé (Avalee and Gordon) 4. Maggie shifts her Gent (Maggie and Peter) 5.
Maisie swaps her Groom (Maisie and Squires) 6. Molly switches her Man (Molly
and Tobin) 7. Nadine trades her Partner (Nadine and Wesley) Brides with Grit
Series (first series in the years 1873-1874) 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania
and Jacob) 2. Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a
Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah
Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and
Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail
Boss (Tina and Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals
a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12.
Amy Admires an Amish Man (Amy and Eli)) Grooms with Honor Series (second
series covering 1885-1892) 1. Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor
(Fergus and Iris) 3. Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and
Pansy) 5. Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7.
Adolph's Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's
Mission (Elof and Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's
Faith (Tully and Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary)
Butter in the Well "The Biography of a Prairie Girl" by Eleanor Gates.
Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and nonfiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue
the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in
a high-quality digital format.
Tina Tracks a Trail Boss Rania Hamner and her family emigrated from Sweden
fourteen years ago to work on a Texas ranch, working cattle and herding them
up the Chisholm Trail. Something in her life on the trail caused her to doubt
her worth, and her ability to trust a man enough to become his wife. Once the
family buys a homestead in Kansas, she meets a rancher who begins to make her
believe she can trust and fall in love after all. Rancher Jacob Wilerson
noticed Rania last year when she rode drag behind a herd of longhorns--right
down Main Street of Ellsworth, Kansas. He's been waiting for her family to
return this spring with another Texas herd to the booming cowtown, because he
hopes to rope her into staying permanently on his ranch--the way she had
already roped his heart. When Rania's past attacks with new danger, she
decides to fight for all she's worth because she realizes she wants to be with
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Jacob forever. When Jacob realized Rania is in danger, he rushes to save her,
whether or not she still loves him, hoping to rope Rania--his heart--once
more, as she has roped his.
Darcie Desires a Drover What happens when weather, family, and a new couple
falling in love, interfere with the wedding plans? The older members of the
Clear Creek church women's group, informally known as the Peashooter Society,
successfully matched five couples who married this past fall. When Nadine
Paulson and Wesley Preston, the last couple to fall in love, announce their
engagement to their friends after Thanksgiving, the group decides to plan a
surprise thank you party for the Peashooters for bringing them together. Only
the friends know, as they decorate the hotel for the holiday event and bake
hundreds of cookies, that the party guests will also witness the Christmas day
wedding of Nadine and Wesley. But not everything goes as planned when weather,
family interference, and a new couple falling in love, might change the party
planned for the Peashooters. Party planning problems? Maybe. A happy ending?
Definitely! Read all these romance novels set in the fictional Clear Creek,
Kansas. Mismatched Mail-Order Brides Series (new third series, 1892) all
available and future titles 1. The Peashooter Society's Plan 2. Amelia changes
her Fellow (Amelia and Barton) 3. Avalee exchanges her Fiancé (Avalee and
Gordon) 4. Maggie shifts her Gent (Maggie and Peter) 5. Maisie swaps her Groom
(Maisie and Squires) 6. Molly switches her Man (Molly and Tobin) 7. Nadine
trades her Partner (Nadine and Wesley) 8. The Christmas Plan Brides with Grit
Series (first series in the years 1873-1874) 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania
and Jacob) 2. Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a
Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah
Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and
Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail
Boss (Tina and Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals
a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12.
Amy Admires an Amish Man (Amy and Eli) Grooms with Honor Series (second series
covering 1885-1892) 1. Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus
and Iris) 3. Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy)
5. Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7.
Adolph's Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's
Mission (Elof and Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's
Faith (Tully and Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary)
Have My Word Mail-order bride Millie Donovan was looking forward to meeting
Sam Larson, a Kansas homesteader, who she is sure, from reading his heartfelt
letters, will provide her with the love and safety she wants and needs. Millie
arrives on the train, not realizing that her husband-to-be was killed in an
accident, until Clear Creek's town marshal informs her of the situation. Town
Marshal Adam Wilerson never plans to marry due to his dangerous job. After
reading letters found at his friend's home following his untimely death which
were sent from his friend's mail-order bride, he can't help thinking of the
woman, and believes he may be in love with her himself. But instead of sending
Millie on the train back to her former home, he finds himself welcoming herand her two-year-old charge-into his house, and into his heart. When danger
threatens, Millie faces it head-on to protect the people she loves, including
the town marshal. Can Adam keep the peace in town-and his house-or will the
man following Millie cause an uproar that will endanger them both, and ruin
their chance of a life together?
Brides with Grit Series, Books 4-6 A sweet historical romance set in 1873.
Widowed Tina Martin and her two young children were moving from Texas to her
brother's place in Kansas, when their train wrecks near Austin. Suddenly,
Tina, soon to be a mother for the third time, loses her children, and is
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severely injured. Leif Hamner lost his wife and son in childbirth last year
when they were returning home to Texas after driving cattle up to Kansas. He's
back alone in Texas, until finding a tiny newborn baby hidden in the back of
his wagon. This sets off a chain of emotions and events as Leif hunts for the
infant's mother-the injured Tina-and nurses them back to health. Acts of fate
put the two damaged souls together, healing deep wounds as they travel north
to join their families in Kansas. But his family has secrets which could ruin
their tender love. Can Tina and Leif weather the conflicts, or will they be
torn apart? Brides with Grit Series in order: Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and
Jacob) Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) Hilda Hogties a Horseman
(Hilda and Noah) Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) Sarah Snares a
Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac) Darcie
Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and Leif)
Also read Lilly: Bride of Illinois, a spin-off book in the American Mail-Order
Brides Series.
Sarah Snares a Soldier "Though far from the author’s usual musings, this is
actually a forerunner to the American road novel and very well could have been
one of the inspirations for Jack Kerouac this is a fine addition to public and
academic libraries." —Library Journal "Theodore Dreiser, road warrior
Dreiser’s account of his homecoming will touch a familiar and responsive chord
in anyone who has undertaken one. In that, as in so much else in this book, as
in the great body of all his work, Dreiser in his earnest, heartfelt, clumsy
way speaks to the universal experience." —Jonathan Yardley, Washington Post
Book World "Because [the book] provides a portrait of the artist as a young
man and describes the nation as a mosaic of individual cultures, Dreiser’s
journey offers several different lessons. Part travelogue, part autobiography,
part collection of essays, A Hoosier Holiday lays out the landscape of a
nation that ceased to exist once the highway unfurled across the map."
—Publishers Weekly (starred review) By 1914, Theodore Dreiser was a successful
writer living in New York. He had not been back to his home state in over 20
years. When his friend Franklin Booth approached him with the idea of driving
from New York to Indiana, Dreiser’s response to Booth was immediate: "All my
life I’ve been thinking of making a return trip to Indiana and writing a book
about it." Along the route, Dreiser recorded his impressions of the people and
land in words while his traveling companion sketched some of these scenes. In
this reflective tale, Dreiser and Booth cross four states to arrive at Indiana
and the sites and memories of Dreiser’s early life in Terre Haute, Sullivan,
Evansville, Warsaw, and his one year at Indiana University.
Nadine Trades Her Partner Just seventeen, Lady Caroline Faye is already the
toast of the Season and accustomed to the ways of genteel Society. So when
notorious cad Sir Montagu Reversby offers to drive her in his phaeton from
London to Sevenoaks, she innocently accepts – little knowing that he is
planning to fake a broken axle so that she will be forced to spend the night
alone with him at a remote country inn. But Lady Caroline of made of sterner
stuff than the predatory Sir Montagu imagined. Escaping his lecherous
clutches, she finds refuge in the imperious Brecon Castle only to discover
that her new-found haven and its master, Lord Brecon, harbour dark and
terrible secrets. A murderous plot is afoot and Caroline's innocent mistake
will come back to haunt her as heartbreak and humiliation in the dark,
foreboding castle turn to hope and then ardent, all-consuming passion.
Molly Switches Her Man Read the endearing account of Kajsa Svensson Runeberg,
an emigrant wife who recounts, through her diary, how she and her family built
up a farm on the unsettled Kansas prairie. This historical fiction is based on
the Swedish woman who homesteaded the author's childhood home.
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The Frozen Trail Three sweet historical romance stories set in 1873. Darcie
Desires a Drover, Book 7 Darcie Robbins fled St. Louis to protect her two
children from their bad father. Now divorced, she’s temporarily working on the
Bar E Ranch in central Kansas. She needs a permanent job—or a trustworthy
husband—to help provide for her family. Reuben Shepard went home to his family
in New York after the Civil War, to find his wife had declared him dead—so she
could wed another. In shock, Reuben didn’t contest her claim and wandered
south, spending years as a cattle drover on western trails until settling down
to work on the Bar E Ranch. Spending time with Darcie’s toddler, Tate, makes
Reuben miss his own son, Gabe. Reuben travels to New York, hoping to visit his
son, and ends up bringing Gabe back to the Kansas because the boy’s stepfather had just died. When Reuben proposes marriage to Darcie for their
children’s sake, the couple falls in love as they learn to trust and support
each other while planning for their future. But their wedding is stalled when
Reuben’s former wife arrives, stating she and Reuben are still married. What’s
the truth and what’s best for the children is their concern now instead of a
wedding date. How can they clear their past, so they can have a future
together? Tina Tracks a Trail Boss, Book 8 Widowed Tina Martin and her two
young children were moving from Texas to her brother’s place in Kansas, when
their train wrecks near Austin. Suddenly, Tina, soon to be a mother for the
third time, loses her children, and is severely injured. Leif Hamner lost his
wife and son in childbirth last year when they were returning home to Texas
after driving cattle up to Kansas. He’s back alone in Texas, until finding a
tiny newborn baby hidden in the back of his wagon. This sets off a chain of
emotions and events as Leif hunts for the infant’s mother—the injured Tina—and
nurses them back to health. Acts of fate put the two damaged souls together,
healing deep wounds as they travel north to join their families in Kansas. But
his family has secrets which could ruin their tender love. Can Tina and Leif
weather the conflicts, or will they be torn apart? Lorna Loves a Lawyer, Book
9 Lorna Jantz left Boston looking for adventure, signing up as a mail-order
bride for a rich Kansas rancher. But, the groom only becomes rich after taking
off with her money, after their twenty-four-hour marriage. Which left Lorna in
a pickle, stuck in a small town with no money, no home and a growing belly.
Lyle Elison was one of Boston’s worst, a spoiled, rich merchant’s son, until
enforced time on the family’s Kansas ranch made him see his purpose in life.
After training in Boston, he’s back in Clear Creek, Kansas, as the town’s new
lawyer. Backgrounds make Lorna and Lyle connect, but time spent together makes
them good friends, willing to help each other face their respective problems.
Lorna needs help tracking down the louse who stole her money and left her in a
family way. Lyle needs to be married by his birthday to receive his
inheritance from his grandfather’s Will. In between their capers, each fall in
love with the other, secretly wishing they could confess their love and be
together forever. But first, they must find Lorna’s wayward husband before
Lyle’s birthday. Next read Book 10 Helen Heals a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan)
Wild Fruits: Composition, Nutritional Value and Products An American
historical romance about trusting others to form a new family. Kansas Rancher
Asher Brenner was relieved to escort Alva Wilerson to the 1893 Chicago World's
Fair instead of continuing on the planned train trip to Texas with his
brothers and her cousins. Shy and reserved, Asher had secretly admired Alva
for years but was hesitant to court her. This trip together was the perfect
opportunity to explore a budding relationship and the possible dream of a
future together, raising sheep and a family on Asher's grandfather's ranch.
Alva has always wished Asher would look her way because they had so many
common interests, from their mutual love of books to lambs and sheepdogs. But
instead of exploring the fair exhibits, Alva and Asher find themselves trying
to solve a mystery in the back alleys of Chicago. Can they find the abandoned
children and save them from harm before returning to Kansas? Read all these
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romance novels set in the fictional Clear Creek, Kansas. Brides with Grit
Series (first series in the years 1873-1874) 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania
and Jacob) 2. Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a
Horseman (Hilda and Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah
Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and
Isaac) 7. Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail
Boss (Tina and Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals
a Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12.
Amy Admires an Amish Man (Amy and Eli) Grooms with Honor Series (second series
covering 1885-1892) 1. Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus
and Iris) 3. Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy)
5. Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7.
Adolph's Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's
Mission (Elof and Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's
Faith (Tully and Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary) Mismatched MailOrder Brides Series (third series, 1892) 1. The Peashooter Society's Plan 2.
Amelia changes her Fellow (Amelia and Barton) 3. Avalee exchanges her Fiancé
(Avalee and Gordon) 4. Maggie shifts her Gent (Maggie and Peter) 5. Maisie
swaps her Groom (Maisie and Squires) 6. Molly switches her Man (Molly and
Tobin) 7. Nadine trades her Partner (Nadine and Wesley) 8. The Christmas Plan
Rancher's Word Series (fourth series, 1893) 1. Accept my Word 2. Believe my
Word 3. Give my Word 4. Have my Word 5. Honor my Word 6. Keep my Word 7.
Recall my Word
The Biography of a Prairie Girl A clean, sweet historical romance set in 1873.
Widowed ranch woman Cate Wilerson's four children are now all married and
she's enjoying being a grandma. But, she's only in her forties, so she could
be married again for many years. Cate's ready to tie the knot again and she
has already picked her groom. Cattleman Isaac Connely bought a ring for Cate
almost thirty years ago, but Moses Wilerson, a friend to both of them, asked
Cate to marry him first. After serving in the Civil War, Isaac followed the
Wilersons to Kansas and builds a cattle empire with his inheritance. He
respected Cate's and Moses' marriage, comforted her through the loss of her
husband and remained a friend of the Wilerson family. Now he's ready to
propose-with the same ring-but someone from his past appears on his doorstep,
dredging up a dark secret making him doubt his worth to be Cate's husband. Can
Cate let go of past hurts and help Isaac realize he is not to blame, so he
will finally ask her to marry him? Brides with Grit Series order: Rania Ropes
a Rancher Millie Marries a Marshal Hilda Hogties a Horseman Cora Captures a
Cowboy Sarah Snares a Soldier Cate Corrals a Cattleman Darcie Desires a Drover
(future release) Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (future release)
Cate Corrals a Cattleman In 1890 the Mormon pioneers trekked across the Great
Plains in wagon trains and pulling handcarts, to find a new home safe from
persecution. This is the story of one woman, Emma Girdlestone, of the Willie
Handcart Company, who faced starvation, frostbite, and death so she and her
family could join their fellow Latter-day Saints in the Salt Lake Valley.
Fergus' Honor She agrees to marry him in a 30-second marriage to adopt fiveyear-old twins. Tobin Billings came to Clear Creek, Kansas with his five
friends because they were promised three things from the Peashooter Society, a
group of older church women who (kind of) ran the town. One. Business
opportunities, one of which turned out to be the livery he bought. Two. A
home, which also came with the livery, but the elderly owner still lived with
him. Three. A wife, even though the six young women had no clue what the
Peashooters had offered the men. Molly had moved to Clear Creek, Kansas, with
her two sisters, Maggie and Maisie, mainly so Maisie would have help and
company with her new dress shop. Molly Brenner marries Tobin Billings after
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his hasty proposal for three reasons. One. He promised he'd buy her livestock
and her own barn if she married him to adopt five-year-old twin boys that were
on an orphan train. In desperation, Tobin even offered a peacock, although
Molly didn't really care about that. Two. She'd secretly liked the man who
recently came to town with his friends and bought the livery stable. Three.
Those little red-headed orphans made her heart flutter too. They married in
haste. Now, they have to make their marriage work while trying to keep track
of kids and pets. Will the kids' chaos cause problems? Yes! Will they fall in
love? Maybe Read all these romance novels set in the fictional Clear Creek,
Kansas. Mismatched Mail-Order Brides Series (new third series, 1892) all
available and future titles 1. The Peashooter Society's Plan 2. Amelia changes
her Fellow (Amelia and Barton) 3. Avalee exchanges her Fianc (Avalee and
Gordon) 4. Maggie shifts her Gent (Maggie and Peter) 5. Maisie swaps her Groom
(Maisie and Squires) 6. Molly switches her Man (Molly and Tobin) 7. Nadine
trades her Partner (Nadine and Wesley) Brides with Grit Series (first series
in the years 1873-1874) 1. Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob) 2. Millie
Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) 3. Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and
Noah) 4. Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) 5. Sarah Snares a Soldier
(Sarah and Marcus) 6. Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac) 7. Darcie
Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) 8. Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and
Leif) 9. Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) 10. Helen Heals a Hotelier
(Helen and Ethan) 11. Faye Favors a Foreman (Faye and Rusty) 12. Amy Admires
an Amish Man (Amy and Eli) Grooms with Honor Series (second series covering
1885-1892) 1. Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy) 2. Fergus' Honor (Fergus and
Iris) 3. Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4. Mack's Care (Mack and Pansy) 5.
Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6. Seth's Promise (Seth and Lily) 7. Adolph's
Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8. Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly) 9. Elof's Mission
(Elof and Linnea) 10. Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip) 11. Tully's Faith
(Tully and Violet) 12. Kiowa's Oath (Kiowa and Mary)
Faye Favors a Foreman He's at the right place at the right time to save a
woman from falling to her deathbut she hadn't planned to survive. Can he
convince her life is worth living, with him? Fergus Reagan's fascination with
photography led him to a career of recording people's lives. While in Nebraska
photographing homesteaders in front of their humble sod houses, he's at the
right place at the right time to save a young woman. Iris Kerns' suicide
attempt was supposed to end her engagement to an abusive man, but her rescuer
shows her life is worth living when Fergus takes her home to Clear Creek,
Kansas, to help with his new photography studio. But, the past catches up with
Iris, drawing danger to her, Fergus, and his family. The Grooms with Honor
series showcases the six sons of Pastor and Kaitlyn Reagan. The family was
first featured in the 1873 year-based Brides with Grit series. Besides the
Reagan brothers, the series features other men in their community. "Will you
love her, comfort her, honor and keep her, in sickness and in health; and
forsaking all others, be faithful unto her as long as you both shall live?"
The young men have heard Pastor Reagan say these words to many couples over
the years, and they vow to treat all women this way as they walk through life.
Fergus' Honor is a stand-alone sweet historical romance set in 1886, but
you'll want to read the whole series to enjoy the stories of the Clear Creek,
Kansas community. Grooms with Honor Series: 1-Angus' Trust (Angus and Daisy)
2-Fergus' Honor (Fergus and Iris) 3-Gabe's Pledge (Gabe and Iva Mae) 4-Mack's
Care (Mack and Pansy) 5-Cullen's Love (Cullen and Rose) 6-Seth's Promise (Seth
and Lily) 7-Adolph's Choice (Adolph and Poppy) 8-Nolan's Vow (Nolan and Holly)
9-Elof's Mission (Elof and Linnea) 10-Jasper's Wish (Jasper and Julip)
11-Tully's Faith (Tully and Violet)
Lorna Loves a Lawyer When Justin, the tall and handsome Marquis of Alton,
comes to the rescue of an elfin young beauty named Sylvina, whose dog,
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Columbus, has been wounded by a snare in the woods on his estate, he is
instantly smitten by her beauty and innocence, so unlike the scheming and
worldly wise ladies of the Social world in London. Of course Sylvina does not
know that he is the Marquis of Alton, just that he is her ‘Knight Errant’ and
saviour when she most needed one. And, when he suggests that they repair to
Alton Park, he is dismayed to find that she is terrified by the idea of
meeting the Marquis. He is even more appalled when, after the idyllic time
they had spent in their private woodland Eden, Sylvina refuses ever to see him
again. What the Marquis does not know is that Sylvina is being blackmailed
into marriage to the unsavoury Mr. Cuddington, the Under-Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs. Only when Cuddington himself is exposed for betraying his
country to Napoleon Bonaparte and the French does the Marquis realise that
Sylvina has loved him from the second they had first met. And more and more he
is falling in love with Sylvina and now he is determined to set her free from
the demons surrounding her, even if he has to kill to do so!
A Duel of Hearts Three sweet historical romances set in 1873. Cora Captures a
Cowboy, Book 4 Bostonian Cora Elison arrives unannounced at her family’s ranch
in Kansas, after her fiancé changed her status from bride to bridesmaid—at her
own wedding. But after a few months, Cora thanks her lucky stars that he did
because she has found a set of loyal friends, a way of life she relishes, and
a cowboy she has become to love. Dagmar Hamner and his family emigrated from
Sweden to work on a Texas ranch, working cattle and herding them north over
the Chisholm Trail. After his family decides to settle permanently in Kansas
in 1873, he is hired for the foreman’s job at the six-thousand-acre Bar E
Ranch. All goes well for the Swedish cowboy until the absentee owner’s
daughter arrives, wanting to learn how to become a rancher. Time makes them
best friends, until a telegram arrives saying Cora’s parents are bringing an
unknown groom to Kansas for her, insisting she be married when they arrive.
Cora asks Dagmar to marry her, but he balks at her proposal. Between confusion
and interference, will Cora be able to capture her cowboy in time to haul him
to the altar? Sarah Snares a Soldier, Book 5 Rancher’s daughter Sarah Wilerson
has been engaged to Ethan Paulson, a Clear Creek hotel manager, for two years.
Although Ethan is a nice man, Sarah has postponed the wedding twice, unsure
whether she can live and work in the family’s hotel—alongside an overbearing
mother–in–law. West Point–trained Captain Marcus Brenner was stationed at Fort
Wallace in western Kansas, and wounded in a skirmish with the Cheyenne
Indians. He has been discharged from the army and recuperating at his uncle’s
ranch in Ellsworth County, Kansas. There he meets Sarah, who helps him recover
from his wounds and nightmares. Marcus falls in love with Sarah, but refuses
to consider marrying her because of her engagement to another man. And, due to
his battle injuries, he may not be able to give Sarah the houseful of children
for which she yearns for either. Unable to bring herself to go through with
her wedding on the third date set, Sarah leaves her groom at the altar and
rides after Marcus, determined to convince him to marry her. Fate throws a
challenge in their path when they suddenly become guardians of six young
children. Can Sarah convince Marcus to become the father the children need,
and the husband she wants? Cate Corrals a Cattleman, Book 6 Widowed ranch
woman Cate Wilerson’s four children are now all married and she’s enjoying
being a grandma. But, she’s only in her forties, so she could be married again
for many years. Cate’s ready to tie the knot again and she has already picked
her groom. Cattleman Isaac Connely bought a ring for Cate almost thirty years
ago, but Moses Wilerson, a friend to both of them, asked Cate to marry him
first. After serving in the Civil War, Isaac followed the Wilersons to Kansas
and builds a cattle empire with his inheritance. He respected Cate’s and
Moses’ marriage, comforted her through the loss of her husband and remained a
friend of the Wilerson family. Now he’s ready to propose—with the same
ring—but someone from his past appears on his doorstep, dredging up a dark
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secret making him doubt his worth to be Cate’s husband. Can Cate let go of
past hurts and help Isaac realize he is not to blame, so he will finally ask
her to marry him? Continue reading the series in Brides with Grit Series,
Books 7-9.
Helen Heals a Hotelier This is the first edition of a unique new plastics
industry resource: Who's Who in Plastics & Polymers. It is the only
biographical directory of its kind and includes contact, affiliation and
background information on more than 3300 individuals who are active leaders in
this industry and related organizations. The biographical directory is i
Lost Enchantment Three Sweet historical romances set in 1873. Rania Ropes a
Rancher, Book 1 Rania Hamner and her family emigrated from Sweden to work on a
Texas ranch, working cattle and herding them up the Chisholm Trail. Something
in her life on the trail caused her to doubt her worth, and her ability to
trust a man enough to become his wife. Once the family buys a homestead in
Kansas, she meets a rancher who begins to make her believe she can trust and
fall in love after all. Rancher Jacob Wilerson noticed Rania last year when
she rode drag behind a herd of longhorns—right down Main Street of Ellsworth,
Kansas. He’s been waiting for her family to return this spring with another
Texas herd to the booming cowtown, because he hopes to rope her into staying
permanently on his ranch—the way she had already roped his heart. When Rania's
past attacks with new danger, she decides to fight for all she's worth because
she realizes she wants to be with Jacob forever. When Jacob realizes Rania is
in danger, he rushes to save her, whether or not she still loves him, hoping
to rope Rania—his heart—once more, as she has roped his. Millie Marries a
Marshal, Book 2 Mail-order bride Millie Donovan was looking forward to meeting
Sam Larson, a Kansas homesteader, who she is sure, from reading his heartfelt
letters, will provide her with the love and safety she wants and needs. Millie
arrives on the train, not realizing that her husband-to-be was killed in an
accident, until Clear Creek’s town marshal informs her of the situation. Town
Marshal Adam Wilerson never plans to marry due to his dangerous job. After
reading letters found at his friend’s home following his untimely death which
were sent from his friend’s mail-order bride, he can’t help thinking of the
woman, and believes he may be in love with her himself. But instead of sending
Millie on the train back to her former home, he finds himself welcoming
her—and her two-year-old charge—into his house, and into his heart. When
danger threatens, Millie faces it head–on to protect the people she loves,
including the town marshal. Can Adam keep the peace in town—and his house—or
will the man following Millie cause an uproar that will endanger them both,
and ruin their chance of a life together? Hilda Hogties a Horseman, Book 3
Ranch woman Hilda Hamner spent her youth traveling with her Swedish immigrant
family as they drove cattle from Texas up to Kansas cow towns in the 1870s.
Hilda decided to get off the cattle trail and bought an abandoned homestead in
Kansas with her horse race winnings. She plans on raising horses—and finding a
husband that doesn’t mind her tall, lanky body that’s usually dressed in men’s
clothing. Noah Wilerson planned to bring his intended bride from Illinois back
to the Kansas homestead he started for them, but found out his fiancée had
already married someone else when arriving at her father’s doorstep. After
traveling back home, Noah finds a woman has taken over his claim, leaving him
homeless and jobless. Hilda realizes she needs help to make her horse ranch
successful, and decides that Noah is the right man—to promote from horseman to
husband on her ranch—if he’ll treat her as a special woman, and not just a
ranching partner. Noah wants his homestead back, and the woman who has
transformed the simple soddie into a family home. Between family dramas,
outlaw danger, and butting heads, which one will hogtie the other to get to
the church altar first?
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Rania Ropes a Rancher A sweet historical romance set in 1873. Helen Higby
answers an ad for a mail-order bride, but finds out her groom is already
married-and wanted by the law-after their wedding ceremony. Now stuck in Clear
Creek, Kansas, with her four little girls, Helen needs a way to provide for
her family. Ethan Paulson is in charge of the family hotel while his parents
take an extended trip. Ethan's fiance, Sarah Wilerson, left him at the altar
last summer and he's had a hard time accepting her rejection-until a beautiful
woman and her children take up residence in the Paulson Hotel. Helen had
worked in a hotel in Pennsylvania before traveling to Kansas, so she helps
Ethan organize and improve the offerings of the Paulson Hotel, while falling
in love with him. Sparks fly when Mrs. Paulson, Ethan's mother, returns to
find changes, including a family making themselves at home in the hotel, and
in Ethan's heart. Can chaos and drama turn into love and a happy ending for
everyone living in the Paulson Hotel? Brides with Grit Series in order: Rania
Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob) Millie Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam)
Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and Noah) Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and
Dagmar) Sarah Snares a Soldier (Sarah and Marcus) Cate Corrals a Cattleman
(Cate and Isaac) Darcie Desires a Drover (Darcie and Reuben) Tina Tracks a
Trail Boss (Tina and Leif) Lorna Loves a Lawyer (Lorna and Lyle) Helen Heals a
Hotelier (Helen and Ethan) Also read Lilly: Bride of Illinois, a spin-off book
in the American Mail-Order Brides Series.
The Christmas Plan 'Honor' is used as a justification for violence perpetrated
against women and girls considered to have violated social taboos related to
sexual behavior. Several ‘honor’-based murders of Kurdish women, such as
Fadime Sahindal, Banaz Mahmod and Du’a Khalil Aswad, and campaigns against
'honor'-based violence by Kurdish feminists have drawn international attention
to this phenomenon within Kurdish communities. Honor and the Political Economy
of Marriage provides a description of ‘honor’-based violence that focuses upon
the structure of the family rather than the perpetrator’s culture. The author,
Joanne Payton, argues that within societies primarily organized by familial
and marital connections, women’s ‘honor’ is a form of symbolic capital within
a ‘political economy’ in which marriage organizes intergroup connections.
Drawing on statistical analysis of original data contextualized with
historical and anthropological readings, Payton explores forms of marriage and
their relationship to ‘honor’, sketching changing norms around the familial
control of women from agrarian/pastoral roots to the contemporary era.
Hannah Rania Hamner and her family emigrated from Sweden fourteen years ago to
work on a Texas ranch, working cattle and herding them up the Chisholm Trail.
Something in her life on the trail caused her to doubt her worth, and her
ability to trust a man enough to become his wife. Once the family buys a
homestead in Kansas, she meets a rancher who begins to make her believe she
can trust and fall in love after all.Rancher Jacob Wilerson noticed Rania last
year when she rode drag behind a herd of longhorns—right down Main Street of
Ellsworth, Kansas. He's been waiting for her family to return this spring with
another Texas herd to the booming cowtown, because he hopes to rope her into
staying permanently on his ranch—the way she had already roped his heart.When
Rania's past attacks with new danger, she decides to fight for all she's worth
because she realizes she wants to be with Jacob forever. When Jacob realizes
Rania is in danger, he rushes to save her, whether or not she still loves him,
hoping to rope Rania—his heart—once more, as she has roped his.
Ruby McBride Darcie Robbins fled St. Louis to protect her two children from
their bad father. Now divorced, she's temporarily working on the Bar E Ranch
in central Kansas. She needs a permanent job-or a trustworthy husband-to help
provide for her family. Reuben Shepard went home to his family in New York
after the Civil War, to find his wife had declared him dead-so she could wed
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another. In shock, Reuben didn't contest her claim and wandered south,
spending years as a cattle drover on western trails until settling down to
work on the Bar E Ranch. Spending time with Darcie's toddler, Tate, makes
Reuben miss his own son, Gabe. Reuben travels to New York, hoping to visit his
son, and ends up bringing Gabe back to the Kansas because the boy's stepfather had just died. When Reuben proposes marriage to Darcie for their
children's sake, the couple falls in love as they learn to trust and support
each other while planning for their future. But their wedding is stalled when
Reuben's former wife arrives, stating she and Reuben are still married. What's
the truth and what's best for the children is their concern now instead of a
wedding date. How can they clear the past so they can have a future together?
Brides with Grit Series order: Rania Ropes a Rancher (Rania and Jacob) Millie
Marries a Marshal (Millie and Adam) Hilda Hogties a Horseman (Hilda and Noah)
Cora Captures a Cowboy (Cora and Dagmar) Sarah Snares a Soldier (Sarah and
Marcus) Cate Corrals a Cattleman (Cate and Isaac) Darcie Desires a Drover
(Darcie and Reuben) Tina Tracks a Trail Boss (Tina and Leif, release 3/2016)
Also read Lilly: Bride of Illinois, a spin-off in the American Mail-Order
Brides Series.
Mack's Care Bostonian Cora Elison arrives unannounced at her family's ranch in
Kansas, after her fiance changed her status from bride to bridesmaid-at her
own wedding. But after a few months, Cora thanks her lucky stars that he did
because she has found a set of loyal friends, a way of life she relishes, and
a cowboy she has become to love. Dagmar Hamner and his family emigrated from
Sweden to work on a Texas ranch, working cattle and herding them north over
the Chisholm Trail. After his family decides to settle permanently in Kansas
in 1873, he is hired for the foreman's job at the six thousand acre Bar E
Ranch. All goes well for the Swedish cowboy until the absentee owner's
daughter arrives, wanting to learn how to become a rancher. Time makes them
best friends, until a telegram arrives saying Cora's parents are bringing an
unknown groom to Kansas for her, insisting she be married when they arrive.
Cora asks Dagmar to marry her, but he balks at her proposal. Between confusion
and interference, will Cora be able to capture her cowboy in time to haul him
to the altar?"
Maggie Shifts Her Gent Where there’s a rulebook, there’s a rebel Ruby McBride
has always been on the wrong side of authority. The grand opening of the
Manchester Ship Canal is set to be a day of unfettered festivity for Ruby and
her younger sister and brother. Even Queen Victoria will be in attendance. But
the glories of the ceremony fade into insignificance when their dying mother
delivers them to the imposing oak doors of Ignatius House. Abandoned in the
not-so-tender care of the nuns, the siblings are soon separated. So when the
Board of Guardians force Ruby into a marriage that sends her to a new home
upon the Salford waterways, she makes only one vow: to reunite her family
whatever the cost. This is an enthralling story of romance and rebellion
perfect for fans of Rosie Goodwin and Dilly Court. Praise for Ruby McBride ‘An
inspiring novel about accepting change and bravely facing the future’ Bangor
Chronicle ‘Compelling and heart-wrenching’ Hull Daily Mail ‘The kind of
character-driven saga that delights the Catherine Cookson and Josephine Cox
audience’ Peterborough Evening Telegraph ‘This book deals with gritty, reallife situations and shows how the heroine’s strength of character triumphs
through adversity’ 5* Reader review
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